Blueball Gravitas v3.0 Sandvox 2 Designs
Version Release Notes
Version 3.0 - Released 04-26-13
Update made to all the Blueball Gravitas designs includes:
- Updated all Gravitas designs plist files. This will require you to reapply the Gravitas design
you have been using again to your site file the first time you open it up in Sandvox 2.
- Reworked image sizing in plist file to fully span content area width with and without
sidebar automatically. Increased sidebar and callout image size (width).
- All Blueball Gravitas designs are now grouped together as a family for better display in
designs selection window. Click on the main Gravitas preview image to expand out and
display all available Gravitas designs.
- Updated main.css file in each Gravitas design. Adjusted form css, and fixed issue where
drop down menu sub levels were displaying behind the 3 navigation images.

Version 2.0 - Released 08-23-11
- Minor updates to main.css file to allow Blueball Gravitas designs to display correctly with
Sandvox 2. Gravitas designs now display as expected in Sandvox 2. If you are using
Sandvox 2, you must upgrade to this new version if you want your Gravitas design site
pages to display correctly in Sandvox 2.
- Added in new hierarchical nav menu sub levels for Sandvox 2
- Updated plist file to make it compatible with Sandvox 2. This will require you to reapply
the Gravitas design again to your site file the first time you open it up in Sandvox 2.

Version 1.0 - Released 10-12-10
- GM release of Blueball Gravitas Sandvox Designs bundle
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If you have any questions or find any bugs with any of these Sandvox designs, please
email us at themesupport@blueballdesign.com so we can get them corrected.
Your continued support of our Sandvox Design development efforts for Sandvox is greatly
appreciated. We strive to provide you with the highest quality Sandvox designs available. If
you can see anything we can do to make your experience with our designs better, please
email us your suggestions and comments using our contact form page.
Best,
Charlie
http://sandvoxdesigns.blueballdesign.com
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